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You shall have sometimes fair houses so full of glass, that one cannot tell where to become, to 
be out of the sun or cold.1 Francis Bacon (1625) 
 
For champions of architectural modernism in the early decades of the twentieth century, the 
extensive use of glazed fenestration was a hallmark of what they audaciously termed the 
International Style. This new architectural idiom, characterized by vitreous expanses 
enveloping openwork structures of steel and reinforced concrete, first emerged in Germany, 
France, and the Netherlands.2 Only since the Second World War, however, has the style truly 
come to live up to its ambitious name. Advances in the standardized production and assembly 
of building materials, as well as mechanical systems for regulating the temperatures of 
building interiors, have accelerated its proliferation across the world – despite the great 
diversity of regional environments or pre-existing building traditions. In the words of one 
contemporary critic, such modernist architecture disregards the “contingencies of climate and 
the temporally inflected qualities of local light,” with the goal of imposing “a condition of 
absolute placelessness” in these disparate geographies.3 As a result of its global triumph, the 
near-universal spread of window glass – and the architectural transparency to which it has 
given rise – is now perceived as a paradigmatic expression of the modern era. 
It may come as a surprise, then, that early modern observers would have regarded the 
material’s ever-widening geography in a far more equivocal light. Adam Smith, for example, 
saw the rising production and consumption of plate glass in own his time and place as the 
logical outgrowth of local environmental conditions. In the frigid realms of early modern 
  
northern Europe, where glass first underwent a slow progression from rare luxury to common 
amenity,4 this “beautiful and happy invention” served to “[let] in the heat and the light, and 
[keep] out the wind and the rain” endemic to that inhospitable part of the world.5 Yet little 
more than a century earlier, Sir Francis Bacon, the great defender of the new sciences, took a 
contrasting position to Smith’s geographical determinism. Bacon ridiculed the exorbitant 
window glazing of the elite as a practice inappropriate for any climate. The dazzlingly 
fenestrated “lantern houses” of Renaissance England were so porous, and their enormous 
windows so prone to shattering, that they left their occupants more vulnerable than ever to 
the elements (plate 1). His contemporary, Sir Henry Wotton, attacked the environmental 
absurdity in even sharper terms: such excessively “luminous roomes” in “northerne climes 
would be too could, in southerne, too hot.”6 Where Smith drew a positive relationship 
between glazing and interior comfort, Bacon and Wotton identified buildings whose degree 
of fenestration had exceeded the critical point, inverting that functional correlation. 
In this essay, I confront the apparent contradiction that the use of a particular building 
material could be simultaneously conceived both to follow and subvert the logic of its natural 
surroundings. More precisely, my study traces the implications of this paradox in the secular 
architecture of late-sixteenth- and seventeenth-century northern Europe – charting a 
geographically-specific ecology of window glass in the Low Countries, as well as their 
mercantile spheres of influence in the Hanseatic states, England, and what is now north-
western France. Beginning in the late Renaissance, this commercially, culturally, and 
geographically interconnected network of sites witnessed a confluence of related architectural 
trends: a significant increase of glazing in domestic and civic structures, a rising preference 
for colourless glass over stained glass, refinements in the durability and transparency of glass 
manufactures, and the material’s site-specific application in innovative new building 
typologies. Glazing brought novel experiential qualities to early modern buildings, and 
  
occasioned a heightened cultural consciousness of architecture’s interdependency – and 
antagonism – with its environmental context. 
The complex interrelationships, between glazed architecture and its environment, may 
be best described by what I shall call synthetic vernacularism. By this I mean the 
architectural application of a synthetic material – which could potentially be manufactured 
anywhere7 – in a manner that is responsive to regional geographic and cultural conditions. On 
its face, the term might appear oxymoronic. In architectural parlance, vernacular typically 
denotes building traditions that rely on locally procured construction materials: stone from a 
nearby quarry, for instance, or the wood of a native species. By contrast, a synthetic material 
such as glass is the outcome of a sophisticated process of production, not simply extraction. 
Moreover, its constituent elements (silica sand and plant ash) are often gathered from far-
flung locations. And while such processes of manufacture often have determinate places of 
origin, they are not in themselves site-specific.8 
At the same time, however, northern European builders carefully adapted their use of 
glass to the specificities of their local environments in ways that nevertheless should be 
considered vernacular. For habitations in chilly climates or cramped urban quarters that 
formerly enjoyed only limited daylight or outdoor views, northern European builders 
strategically designed glazed fenestration to maximize the architecture’s visual-
environmental permeability, to profound effect on the experience of interior spaces and the 
spatial organization of daily life. Such environmentally contingent inflections of early 
modern architectural practice represent a reality that is all but forgotten in today’s 
homogeneous climate-controlled and electrically illuminated buildings. The contextual nature 
of early modern glazing contradicts modernism’s geographically deracinated aesthetic of 
architectural transparency, an aesthetic now treated like the outcome of an inevitable 
developmental trajectory. Methodologically speaking, a historically grounded account of 
  
architectural glass would shift our analysis from modernism’s teleological temporal axis, and 
instead situate the material’s use within the spatial matrix of geography. 
To frame our study in these terms is to regard the natural environment as an irreducible, 
yet insufficient, denominator in architectural design and construction. Art historians have 
rightly challenged an earlier tradition of Kunstgeographie, which sought to attribute stylistic 
developments to fixed categories of national character, race, and geographic origin.9 Our 
study of architecture might nuance these disciplinary insights, which have so far mostly 
concerned the figural arts.10 More than paintings and sculpture, buildings are planted in 
physical space, making geography an inescapable part of their reality. Yet the environment’s 
influence on architecture is not linear, nor straightforwardly causal. Even while fulfilling 
local needs, early modern architectural glass was a thoroughly overdetermined cultural 
product. This phenomenon has received insufficient attention in art-historical scholarship 
(due to longstanding historiographical biases that I shall address), for the early modern rise of 
colourless, non-figural glazing converged in unexpected ways with the dominant visual-
cultural trends of the period, from the adoption of architectural classicism to the development 
of novel modes of pictorial and scientific representation. In their efforts to produce brilliant 
spaces that frequently mimicked the architecture of foreign regions, northern builders 
sometimes invented site-specific uses for glass that, paradoxically, defied the logic of their 
local climates or even compromised interior comfort. While regionally localized, such 
innovations frustrate any naïve conception of vernacular architecture as solely the organic 
outgrowth of native resources and geographic conditions. The present essay seeks to tease out 
not only the reciprocity, but also the unresolved tensions, in the early modern use of this 
synthetic material and its dialectical relationship with the natural environment. 
 
Late-Renaissance Architectural Glass and its Historiography 
  
Around 1600, a fashion for building great glazed facades, originating in the commercial 
centres of the Low Countries, swept across the cities and towns around the North and Baltic 
Seas. Typifying this class of buildings were the guildhalls in Antwerp’s great market square, 
constructed soon after the site’s earlier structures were destroyed by fire in 1576. Such 
architecture inherited its remarkable diaphaneity from gothic achievements in fenestration, 
while introducing a lasting trend for nearly floor-to-ceiling glazing to new civic and domestic 
contexts (plate 2).11 Moving eastward, this architectural type settled in Hanseatic port cities 
traditionally interconnected economically and culturally with the Netherlands through trade. 
In Bremen, for instance, local builder Lüder von Bentheim performed a series of architectural 
facelifts on important civic buildings that transformed their late-gothic facades into 
shimmering surfaces surrounding the market square (see plate 9).12 Inland from Bremen, 
precious extant samples of this architecture may still be found in towns along the Weser 
River. Similar structures arose in Danzig (now Gdańsk, in modern-day Poland) through the 
influence of Flemish architects such as Anton van Obberghen and Abraham van den Blocke. 
From there, it spread as far east as Memel and Königsberg (now, respectively, Klaipėda and 
Kaliningrad in Latvia and Russia), as well as Riga, in modern-day Latvia.13 Whereas on the 
continent this style predominated in urban buildings, in England it also emerged in quite a 
different context: the country house. Robert Smythson contributed to the design of among the 
most stunning late-Elizabethan examples: Wollaton (1580–88), Longleat (completed 1580); 
and Hardwick Hall (1590–97) – which locals famously quipped was “more glass than wall” 
(see plate 1).14 At a time when glass still represented an unimaginable luxury to the masses, 
contemporaries marvelled at the sheer size of these glazed late-Renaissance windows. 
The rising demand for flat glass intersected with both pre-existing and emerging 
patterns of production and distribution in these regions. The finest early modern 
manufactures in Europe came from glassworks concentrated in forested areas around the 
  
Bresle and Seine rivers, belonging to the regions of Upper Normandy and Picardy in north-
western France.15 Throughout the later Middle Ages and Renaissance, Normandy glass was 
universally prized for its transparency and whiteness over products from other major 
production centres, namely the “Rhenish glass” from the Rhineland and the adjacent regions 
of Burgundy and Lorraine,16 and the “Hessian glass” manufactured farther east.17 Glass 
production in all these regions was integrated into highly developed channels of distribution. 
Merchandise arrived by sea or river in Antwerp, Bruges, and Bremen, which functioned as 
clearinghouses for its traffic throughout Europe.18 Norman glassworks were also strategically 
sited near ports such as Rouen, whence their wares could easily arrive across the Channel at 
English ports: Hull, King’s Lynn, and London. While England had imported most of its 
luxury window glass into the sixteenth century, by the late Tudor and Stuart periods it, too, 
developed a thriving domestic industry after the arrival of French and Flemish Protestant 
refugees, in conjunction with state support for their foreign technological expertise.19 These 
regional technological and mercantile systems provided the crucial material conditions for the 
radical use of architectural glass. 
Early modern commentators recognized the superiority of northern European plate-
glass-working, from the manufacture of the material to its instalment in buildings. Even 
Giorgio Vasari, the great sixteenth-century champion of central Italian artists, acknowledged 
this regional division of expertise. The best stained glass demanded a base material of 
“luminous transparency” and the application of “clear colour without any confusion,” he 
explained, and in the arts of window glazing and glass painting 
 
the Flemish and the French have worked with better skill than the other nations… 
Transparency comes from knowing how to select glasses that are clear [lucidi] in 
themselves, and in this respect the French, Flemish, and English glasses are better 
  
than the Venetian: because the Flemish glasses are very clear and the Venetian very 
laden with colour.20 
 
Vasari even attributed the “perfection” of Tuscany’s glassmaking to Guglielmo de Marcillat, 
a French glassworker who settled in Arezzo. Indeed, sixteenth-century Italian patrons sought 
after immigrant glaziers, whose plate glass was sourced from northern Europe, to work on 
their most prestigious buildings.21 A certain Gualtieri of Antwerp worked on the windows of 
the Palazzo Vecchio and the Certosa del Galluzzo in Florence. Michelangelo’s famous 
Laurentian Library was glazed using the finest available material crafted by Flemish hands.22 
While Venice was universally admired for the glassworks that manufactured its delicate 
crystal tableware (petits verreries), the best flat glassworks (or grosses verreries) clustered 
around regions much farther north.23 
A discrepancy between north and south manifested itself not just in the quality, but also 
in the quantity of the material that was used, especially in secular architecture. Early modern 
developments magnified the considerable disparities in fenestration size and glass usage that 
had already distinguished various regional strains of gothic architecture.24 Over the course of 
the Renaissance, Italian commentators marvelled at the remarkable amount of glazing found 
in prosperous regions north of the Alps, where it could be “admired not only in towns and 
cities, but also in villages.”25 An Italian visitor to Paris during the late sixteenth century, for 
instance, was struck by the fact that in the houses of the city “windows are fitted not with 
cloth but with beautiful glasses, which are seen in great numbers.”26 Conversely, Michel de 
Montaigne opined that his lodgings in central Italy, “lacking window glass and shutters,” 
were “less comfortable than in France.”27 A seventeenth-century English traveller was 
likewise startled at the paucity of glazing, even in great palaces, throughout Italy. He 
reckoned that in Milan, Florence, and other towns on the peninsula “there is not one house of 
  
ten that hath glass in their windows” – with the effect that “one is either exposed to the air, or 
shut up in a dungeon.”28 Admittedly, it is difficult at present to gauge precisely the 
proportional differences in window glazing that distinguished northern and southern 
European domestic settings; to do so would require the systematic, comparative study of 
household inventories and original-state interiors, of which there may not be a critical mass.29 
The anecdotal evidence nonetheless shows that these differences were sufficiently 
conspicuous to prompt the persistent notice of early modern travellers. The experiences of 
northern Europeans in their own glazed spaces had so shaped expectations for the brightness 
of their interior environments that many Italian dwellings seemed unbearably gloomy by 
contrast. 
Taken together, this body of commentary points to two broader trends whose 
significance for early modern visual culture has been under-appreciated in art historical 
scholarship. First, beginning in the Renaissance, northern Europe witnessed the onset of a 
gradual transition, in which a material formerly reserved for the most exclusive ecclesiastical 
and princely structures appeared increasingly in more commonplace domestic architecture.30 
Glass not only featured in the dramatically glazed showcase buildings mentioned above; it 
also brought light into the quotidian spaces of the relatively well-heeled middleclass home, 
largely taking the place of the dim oiled cloths previously installed in windows. As a result of 
their increasing commonness, glass windows underwent a legal redefinition in northern 
Europe around 1600, from movable goods that travelled with their owners, to immovable 
property fixed to the buildings.31 Second, the premium placed on interior illumination 
engendered a growing preference for transparent, white glass over stained glass. Over the 
course of the sixteenth century, the surface area of coloured window glass diminished. 
Pictorial elements were relegated to heraldic roundels or peripheral figures that minimally 
obstructed the passage of light, and they shed the rich colouration of earlier stained glass in 
  
favour of grisaille or yellow-tinted silver staining. The decorative effect of many such 
windows derived more from leading patterns than from painting. Because of shifting market 
demands, by the end of the century regulations on glass staining disappeared entirely from 
Flemish guild ordinances.32 The fashion for monumental transparent fenestration in elite civic 
buildings and country houses was only the most radical symptom of a general cultural quest 
for greater interior luminosity. 
Despite its profound consequences for early modern visual culture, the rise of non-
decorative architectural glass has received inadequate art-historical attention. Art historical 
narratives on medieval and Renaissance architectural glass typically end with the decline of 
figural windows around the late sixteenth century.33 Because non-pictorial windows resist the 
disciplinary apparatuses of formal and iconographic analysis, as well as traditional concerns 
with artistic authorship, they implicitly do not count in such accounts as art per se.34 Indeed, 
the triumph of colourless, non-figurative glass in the late Renaissance (both to outfit new 
windows, and to supplant existing stained glass) has even been characterized as a sort of anti-
Renaissance in the history of art. In a still-fundamental study from 1956, one scholar noted 
that “the technique of glazing descended into a gradual decline during the Renaissance, 
which demanded brilliance of interior illumination” above all other aesthetic considerations. 
For this scholar, the trend signified capitulation to a “mortifying, thoroughly anonymous 
mediocrity,” marking the emergence of a “stage of brute barbarism.”35 Paradoxically, the use 
of this architectural material – during a period in which human culture ostensibly re-emerged 
from the so-called Dark Ages – could also elicit comparison with the destruction wrought by 
the Goths and Vandals. 
The roots of this interpretive construct, it turns out, are at least as old as (Renaissance) 
art history itself. Against shifting trends in fenestration underway during his day, Vasari 
established an art-historical paradigm that privileged the reading of the glass window as a 
  
pictorial surface. According to its locus classicus, from his Vite, the art of stained glass 
evolved through a series of developments that conformed to the larger Vasarian narrative of 
teleological cultural progress, whereby all the arts attained perfection through the unfolding 
of three historical stages.36 Architectural fenestration, according to Vasari, first underwent a 
material transformation: windowpanes changed from stone to glass. Vasari mistakenly 
claimed that the ancients had no of use window glass, fitting their apertures instead with 
sheer, translucent slices of agate, alabaster or delicate (teneri) marble.37 Once they had 
invented window glass, however, later builders installed in their apertures either bulls-eye- 
(occhi) or rectangular panes (piastre). The art continued to progress, he maintained, when 
glass became a medium of representation: “artisans then imagined creating a mosaic from the 
shapes (figure) of these glass pieces, which were variously coloured and assembled for the 
purpose of making pictures.”38 In Vasari’s own time, the art putatively reached its aesthetic 
culmination as glaziers such as Guillaume de Marcillat adopted the representational 
breakthroughs of Cinquecento oil painting, introducing high Renaissance principles of 
perspective and modelling, figural composition, and subtle coloration to their own art.39 In 
short, Vasari theorized that the window evolved along a linear path, from a translucent, 
undifferentiated surface in antiquity to a transparent, naturalistic image in the Renaissance. 
However compelling, this teleological narrative fails to account for the actual artistic 
developments taking place in the late sixteenth century. Even in Vasari’s Florence, the arrival 
of Flemish glaziers attended a fashion for fenestration with minimal figures overwhelmed by 
white glass, and eventually the disappearance of such figures altogether (plate 3). Because 
these works seem to undercut the pictorial status of the window, art historians have largely 
neglected to give them sufficient consideration.  
An exception to the general scholarly oversight is Wolfgang Schöne’s classic 1954 
study on the representation of light in painting, which has made ambitious art-historical 
  
claims regarding early modern changes in glazing. Schöne has tantalizing suggested that the 
increasing use of colourless glass exemplified a broader cultural revolution in the pictorial 
conception of light: a shift from what he calls Eigenlicht to what he calls Beleuchtungslicht. 
Gothic stained glass consisted of lush coloured surfaces, which were designed to glow with 
an apparently divine brilliance that seemed to irradiate from the window itself (Eigenlicht). 
The gradual incursion of clear, colourless glass into Renaissance stained glass, however, 
transformed the window into an increasingly mundane, transparent medium for the simple 
transmission of light from an external, physical source (Beleuchtungslicht). By allowing 
“sunlight to be sensed [from] behind the window,” colourless glass destroyed the illusion of 
the window as a miraculous light-emitting image.40 This transformation in architectural 
glazing, according to Schöne, paralleled a similar shift in painting: as the medieval use of 
gold ground for creating the appearance of the pictorial surface as its own light source 
(Eigenlicht) gave way to the naturalistic, three-dimensional depiction of illumination within 
the illusionistic world of the image (Beleuchtungslicht).41 
My essay picks up, in many respects, where Schöne has left off, interrogating more 
fully architecture’s relationship to the “sunlight…behind the window”. If our analysis is to 
consider the built environment, we must move beyond the surface of the windowpane, which 
has monopolized the art-historical study of stained glass since Vasari. At this expanded scale, 
the secularization of vision that Schöne (and, more recently, Hans Belting42) suggest took 
place in the early modern pictorial arts also acquired spatial dimensions, as the growing 
demand for interior illumination extended the use of glass to domestic and civic 
environments well beyond the confines of ecclesiastical architecture. 
 
Architectural Classicism and Environmental Simulation 
  
Though art historians have bemoaned its aesthetic consequences, the spread of clear glazing 
was entwined with one of the signal artistic trends in Renaissance architecture: the 
geographical diffusion of Italianate classicism. Classical architecture, at least as it originated 
in ancient Rome and Greece, is an architecture conceived for Mediterranean climates. Its 
essential typological elements include porticos, loggias, colonnades, and terraces: semi-
outdoor structures that remain habitable for much of the year in balmy southern European 
environments. (Even the Latinate etymologies of these terms betray their Mediterranean 
origins. For this reason, early modern northern Europeans typically associated such words as 
‘portico’ – an Italian vulgarization of porticus – with various colonnaded structures either 
from Greek and Roman antiquity, or else consciously modelled on these prototypes.43) In 
Renaissance domestic architecture, the revolutionary, wide-scale revival of these ancient 
forms first occurred in Italy during the latter part of the fifteenth century, making its most 
dramatic appearance in the countryside, where the construction of hulking feudal fortresses 
gave way to that of gracious villas whose thinner walls were pierced with large apertures.44 
Loggias became essential architectural fixtures, sometimes even appearing on all sides of 
these buildings, to allow the passage of light and air, as well as commanding views onto the 
landscape. As architectural classicism travelled northward, fuelled by the dissemination of 
printed Renaissance pattern books, glass allowed builders to inventively adapt these open-air 
architectural forms for the frigid climates of the north.45 Local methods of glazed 
construction, honed through the development of late-gothic architecture, paradoxically 
facilitated the adoption of a foreign style. 
In the wildest imaginations of northern Europeans, all’antica architecture abounded 
with impossibly airy arcades suspended on seemingly endless rows of columns, and interior 
spaces awash with sunlight. Something of the cultural fascination with such structures is 
expressed in Hans Vredeman de Vries’s influential architectural prints, which depict fantastic 
  
classicizing buildings made up of dramatic networks of galleries, and oddly porous facades 
that invite unhindered visual access into building interiors (plate 4).46 To a significant degree, 
of course, this was an idealized classicism propagated by images of fictive architecture, 
among builders who never actually travelled south of the Alps. (As we have seen, though 
Italian buildings certainly had many more arcaded and terraced spaces, their interiors, which 
were lit by windows typically covered with oiled cloths rather than glass, were usually 
dimmer than their northern European counterparts.47) Vredeman’s exaggerated columnar 
architecture, whose lattice-like openness exceeds the transparency of even its Italian 
Renaissance models, appears at times almost wilfully out of place amidst his otherwise very 
Netherlandish-looking cities. 
The foreignness of the architecture in these images underlined a discrepancy between 
style and geographical context that deeply troubled contemporary Dutch and English 
architectural theorists. The late-sixteenth-century Flemish architect, Simon Stevin, warned, 
for instance, against adopting a building practice common in Renaissance Italy: “the use of 
two or three galleries, one above the other” in palace courtyards as means of circulation 
between buildings and floors. These open structures were “most inconvenient, especially if 
there is rain, hail or snow,” because men of high rank were forced to use them even in 
inclement weather. To ameliorate such problems, in “many palaces (especially in cold 
countries) the upper galleries are enclosed with wood or some other shoddy structure of 
unsightly appearance.”48 In his 1631 Architectura Moderna, Salomon de Bray echoed this 
injunction against the construction of exposed multi-storeyed loggias: 
 
And even if one should also want to make many open galleries on top of each other, 
and to make entirely porous (doorluchtige) buildings, as was done in the past by the 
Greeks and also still in Italy, because sweet air and warmth are common there; 
  
certainly we would consider ourselves deceived, because our cold, heavy wind, rain 
and snow prohibit this, and would make this unusable, and would lead to premature 
decay, and thus, though our detriment, [we] would come to a belated realization of our 
error.49 
 
Architectural commentators extended their critique to the problem of fenestration. On this 
issue, Sir Henry Wotton went so far as to challenge the authority of Vitruvius, whom he 
deemed “an extreame lover of luminous roomes.” While he allowed that “a franke light, can 
misbecome noe ædifice whatsoeuer,” Wotton admonished that “on the other side we must 
take heede to make a house (though but for civill use) all eyes, like Argus.”50 Northern 
European architects were by turns fascinated by and critical of the proliferation of glazed 
apertures, which left inhabitants vulnerable to both external optical and environmental 
intrusion. 
At the heart of these discourses was a shared recognition of architectural classicism’s 
site-specific nature. De Bray explained that the architect must design with a sensitivity “to the 
location (gelegentheydt), cold, and warmth of the land,” calling on his compatriots to invent a 
manner of modern building suited to the customs and geography of his country.51 In similar 
terms, Wotton found that architecture must conform not only to ancient models or rules of 
proportional harmony, but must be suited above all to what he termed the “nature of the 
region.”52 Although Vitruvius and his Italian Renaissance followers had laid theoretical 
groundwork for such discussions – when considering the effects of climate and geography on 
the selection of building sites and materials, or the disposition of rooms for use in different 
seasons – they rarely offered practical specifics on building in foreign geographies.53 For 
instance, Palladio praised the graceful form of a low-sloping roofline; yet the preponderance 
of snow and rain in northern climates forced builders there instead to construct steeply 
  
pitched roofs, and thus to mar the beauty of their architecture in strict classical terms.54 The 
arrival of all’antica fashions in northern Europe cast into stark relief the impossibility of 
transplanting the building traditions of a distant place, unless they were first to undergo a 
profound transformation. 
Clear glass therefore played a crucial role in this process of translation, enabling 
northern builders to visually mimic the breezy, light-suffused structures they associated with 
Renaissance Italy and the ancient Mediterranean. Its use gave rise to a rich array of ingenious 
simulated semi-outdoor spaces. Consider the example of Kirby Hall, an English country 
house from last quarter of the sixteenth century. Viewed in plan, its configuration echoes the 
much-imitated schemes from Palladio’s illustrated architectural treatise. Yet what were 
loggias in its Italian models have metamorphosed into glassed enfilades (plate 5 and plate 6). 
Gothic and classical architecture are mutually reinforcing stylistic systems in the courtyard: 
giant-order Ionic pilasters are interposed between monumental sheets of floor-to-ceiling 
fenestration (a characteristic feature of the English perpendicular style) to approximate the 
effect of an open trabeated structure (plate 5). Even structures conceived initially as open 
spaces often became fully enclosed. For instance, Burghley House’s south loggia, built in the 
second half of the sixteenth century, was converted into a glazed gallery during the 
subsequent century.55 
Similar schemes appear in both prestigious civic buildings and the apartments of well-
to-do city dwellers. The Bremer Rathaus, for instance, features a central avant-corp 
consisting of two splendidly fenestrated levels framed within a grid of Doric and Ionic 
columns, all stacked atop an arcade opening onto the market square. Although the builders 
rehearsed earlier gothic methods of fenestration, they cunningly disguised the vertical stone 
mullions as slender minor-order Ionic columns (plate 6). This structure is perhaps a glazed 
  
spinoff of the famous double-storey Renaissance loggia adjoined a couple decades earlier to 
the Rathaus in Cologne, a city with close cultural-political ties to Bremen (plate 7).56 
In the same way, the staircase of Lübeck’s Rathaus is a fenestrated equivalent of the 
covered staircases that abutted many other German town halls (plate 8 and plate 9); 
stylistically speaking, it may even have drawn inspiration from uncovered Italian models, 
such as the monumental Scala dei Giganti of the Palazzo Ducale in Venice.57 The urban 
homes of wealthy merchants also borrowed this syntax of superimposed classical orders 
flanking windows of impressive size (plate 10). All the fenestration enumerated above 
consist of masonry frameworks derived from gothic construction; yet the frameworks are 
mostly shorn of the ornate tracery or decorative leading that characterized late gothic 
architecture, and are instead streamlined into grids that allow visual attention to focus on the 
adjacent classical orders, rather than the glazing itself. When filled in with colourless glass – 
Hendrick Stevin recommended panes “that give such clear light that everything is as perfectly 
visible through them as if there were no glass at all”58 – the minimalist fenestration acted as 
placeholders for the open spaces found in classical intercolumniation. 
For much of the early modern period, moreover, there persisted a considerable 
ambiguity between the designation of certain glazed and open-air structures, which attested to 
their status in the cultural imagination as analogous forms of architecture. Architectural 
appendages such as the Lübeck staircase or the avant-corp of Bremen’s Rathaus did not fall 
neatly into binary categories of open or closed, since they derived from prototypes that were 
roofed and attached to larger enclosures, yet nevertheless were porous and extended out of 
(and were therefore partly externalized from) the main body of the building. Even when they 
became fully enclosed with glass, such liminal structures continued to bear associations with 
their earlier, more open models.  
  
Such was the case of the oriel, an architectural element nowadays defined as a 
projecting bay window suspended above the ground, which came into common use in the 
early modern period. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the English term ‘oriel’ (as 
well as its Dutch and German equivalent, Erker) could also encompass a variety of outdoor 
or partially outdoor structures, including balconies, porches, galleries, and the defensive 
perches of fortified structures.59 More specifically, it often referred in this period to an upper-
level threshold space, such as a balcony, porch, or antechamber situated at the head of a 
staircase or outside the raised entrance to a building.60 (Interestingly, the Lübeck staircase 
could be seen to merge all these senses of the term.) Even as the word’s present meaning 
began to crystallize, such semantic multivalence continued to symptomize the cultural 
understanding of this window typology, for the glazed oriel increasingly served in the early 
modern period as an ersatz terrace or balcony (plate 11).61 
In the spirit of its typological hybridity, early modern builders strove to endow this 
pendent window with all the apparent weightlessness and openness of a balcony. Despite its 
susceptibility to decay, timber often prevailed over masonry as the building material of 
choice for the oriel, since its lightweight construction allowed the window to cantilever as 
dramatically as possible without the support of massive corbeling or unsightly pillars.62 By 
the seventeenth century, the quest to achieve this floating effect eventually led to the 
development of slender and more durable iron frameworks, which further dematerialized the 
window frame, enhancing the oriel’s overall transparency.63 Such minimalist construction 
proved especially useful for purposes of architectural adaptation, since it enabled the 
insertion of overhanging fenestration into existing buildings without unduly straining weak 
walls, or blocking light to windows below.64 When fitted with all’antica consoles or 
decorative plastering, the sills of oriel windows resembled the parapets of Italianate 
balconies. Such kijckveinsters (or viewing windows) offered a protected environment that 
  
simulated the experience of seeing outdoors. As Hendrick Stevin explained, a person could 
“look out in rainy weather without getting wet, or in windy and freezing weather without the 
room getting cold.”65 The French architectural commentator, Louis Savot, extolled the 
advantages of this unencumbered panoramic view, “not only in front, but also on the sides 
and below.”66 Recommending to his countrymen an architectural feature he believed to be 
found “principally in Germany,” Savot evidenced a receptiveness toward northern vernacular 
typologies that paralleled his interest in Italianate classicism. 
A similar polysemy marked the term ‘gallery,’ which was interchangeably used in the 
Renaissance to describe both open loggias, as well as long glazed spaces that were purpose-
built for walking between rooms.67 Jacques Androuet du Cerceau called all such forms of 
architectural circulation “galleries,” specifying some as “arcuated” (à arcs) and others as 
“fenestrated” (à croisées), depending on their degree of enclosure.68 Others drew geographic 
distinctions in their manner of construction.69 Sebastiano Serlio described the enclosed 
galleries he found throughout France as “windowed loggia[s].”70 In so doing, he introduced 
to Italian readers an architectural feature still relatively unknown in southern Europe. While it 
originally encompassed a fluid set of definitions, the fenestrated gallery eventually 
crystallized into a distinct typology: the light-filled corridors, often richly appointed with 
painting and sculpture, which witnessed their fullest development in the palaces of baroque 
France. In time, these stately spaces would provide the permanent architectural alternative to 
the makeshift wooden enclosures formerly constructed (as Simon Stevin explained) to protect 
the exposed upper-level loggias of Renaissance palaces. In this respect, the gallery’s 
development should not be considered in isolation. It belonged to a loose class of other early 
modern architectural innovations, which were ingenious compromises between the 
constraints of environment, habitability, and the competing cultural quest for ever-greater 
architectural illumination. 
  
These novel typologies defy any common sense understanding of architectural 
vernacularism. They illustrate the paradox that local innovation found stimulation in the 
desire to recreate the foreign. Indeed, the arrival of Italianate styles accelerated developments 
already underway in the late gothic architecture of northern Europe, which had pioneered the 
unprecedented use of glass and the dematerialization of the wall. The gothic in this sense was 
not a stylistic antithesis of architectural classicism, but a necessary precondition for 
recreating the architecture of another time and place. While to our modern eyes the great 
fenestrated structures built around 1600 may not appear properly ‘classical’ in comparison to 
the restrained Palladian orthodoxy that developed later in the seventeenth century, for 
contemporaries their luminous interiors came as close as it got to experiencing remotely the 
Mediterranean environments that northern Europeans craved.71  
 
Urban Optics 
While external forces of regional climate shaped the proliferation of glazed fenestration, its 
most significant effects were felt inside buildings. For this reason, the influence of climate by 
itself does not sufficiently explain the newfound demand for the material among populations 
whose reality had been conditioned for centuries, in the words of Lucien Febvre, by an 
existence in the “still, silent, dark cold of heatless dwellings.”72 Glass’s primary function was 
the enhancement of interior illumination, and its growing use coincided with socio-cultural 
changes in early modern Europe that had made the indoors an increasingly significant locus 
of human life. Along with this experiential shift, from conditions of sensory privation to 
visibility in interior spaces, there emerged new, culturally specific modes of perception that 
manifested themselves in the visual arts and the empirical sciences. To account for the full 
spectrum of glass’s significance in the early modern period, we must therefore draw into our 
analysis the dynamics of cultural, as well as natural, geography. 
  
On a cultural level, the most critical driving force behind the demand for glass was the 
dramatic growth of northern European cities beginning in the second half of the sixteenth 
century.73 As Hans Vredeman de Vries observed, the distinct traditions of fenestration in 
Italian and Dutch architecture stemmed from divergent, regionally specific patterns of 
urbanism. Architecture in the “antique, Italian manner” lacked mullioned windows (fenestres 
croisées), that is, windows designed to hold glass. This is because such buildings, de Vries 
believed, were generally “without great demand for illumination,” since their low height, 
relatively spacious configuration, and placement on ample sites already provided their 
interiors sufficient access to sunlight.74 By contrast, light was at a premium in the Low 
Countries, “especially in the great mercantile cities, where spaces are small and very costly.” 
Packed one against the other on deep and narrow plots, townhouses often lay in the shadow 
of taller neighbouring structures.75 As a result, the buildings in these densely constructed 
cities competed for height, each hoping to capture “the greatest convenience of having 
illumination [pour en avoir la clarté].”  
Transparent glazing functioned in these conditions as a kind of ambient infrastructure. 
By maximizing the daylight entering these cramped interiors, it helped ameliorate the 
pressing problem of habitability in overcrowded cities. In this regard, the material’s mounting 
use attended the spectacular socio-spatial changes taking place in early modern northern 
Europe.76 Furthermore, by enhancing interior visibility and extending its duration during the 
daytime, glass advanced a broadening array of productive activity among a growing 
population of urban dwellers. This technology of illumination not only aided scholarly study, 
but also the labour in industrial workshops, the clerical precision required for commercial 
affairs, and the meticulous conduct of domestic duties.77 Interior luminosity, in the last 
instance, surely fuelled the well-known Dutch obsession with cleanliness.78 Painted domestic 
scenes celebrated this cardinal virtue in the urban household, meticulously recreating the 
  
sunlight that poured from transparent glass windows, scattering off whitewashed walls and 
brilliantly bleached linens, reflecting from scrubbed and polished surfaces, exposing each 
fleck of grime that had to be expunged. 
The rising demand for glass in cities, then, signalled an intensified consciousness of 
light as a precious commodity, which, in turn, also animated the artistic imaginary. A 
comparison between the work of seventeenth-century architects and painters in the 
Netherlands, where this sensibility was perhaps most sharply honed, begins to suggest how a 
shared spatial conception of light governed both the building and visual arts.79 (Such a 
comparison would bring greater historical precision to Wolfgang Schöne’s ambitious attempt 
to chart a modern sensibility of illumination and its pictorial representation.) In his 
unpublished architectural treatise De Huysbou, written sometime around 1600, Simon Stevin 
devised an ingenious system for optimizing the interior illumination of residences of various 
sizes, from roomy palaces to compact urban apartments.80 The absence of any systematic 
method for the lighting of domestic interiors, he noted, had resulted in the design of spaces 
“so dark that often the midday meal is eaten by the light of a candle.”81 To remedy this 
defect, Stevin offered for the first time a “general rule of unimpeded light,” a kind of spatial 
algorithm that would prevent any particular room from being hemmed in on all sides by other 
rooms.82 Apart from those facing the street, every room would have a fenestrated wall that 
opened onto a light well, which would provide illumination for even the humblest everyday 
activities. On his idealized floor plans of various residences, the light wells or courtyards 
(lichtplaetsen, literally “air spaces”) appear as the architecture’s compositional cores – spatial 
anchors around which cluster all other parts of the home (plate 12). 
This unprecedented concern, with the schematization of architectural light, found 
striking resonances several decades later in painterly representations. In seventeenth-century 
Dutch domestic scenes, such as those of Gabriel Metsu, Johannes Vermeer, Nicholaes Maes, 
  
Jacob Ochtervelt, and Pieter de Hooch, human bodies (instead of rooms) gather around 
glazed windows. The light sources in these images act as visual focal points and social 
condensers, places where enhanced visibility facilitates the quotidian activities of reading and 
writing, sewing, music making, or card playing. As if in adherence to a different sort of 
spatial-pictorial order, these scenes maintain the concentric arrangement of figures around 
light sources to such a strict degree that they sometimes even contradict traditional principles 
of narrative legibility.83 In de Hooch’s Card Players in a Sunlit Room, for instance, some 
figures are oriented with their backs toward the viewer, while another is set in contre-jour 
conditions that leave his entire face in shadow (plate 13). In turn, the visual attention of the 
figures toward the window echoes the viewer’s own relationship to the image itself.84 The 
floor plans in Stevin’s Huysbou are diagrammatic embodiments of the same compositional 
logic. 
The luminous spaces represented in these various visual forms were spatial figurations 
of an idealized domesticity not always realized in practice.85 In painted interior scenes, 
apertures choreographed optical itineraries through rooms and courtyards to reveal the 
workings of the pristine, well-ordered household.86 Glass windows reinforced this 
iconography, illuminating the physical and moral purity that was to pervade all spheres of 
social life. (Alternatively, the windows in these moralizing pictures could also cast a less 
flattering light on instances of depravity and human folly, which inevitably unfolded in these 
spaces as well.) In much the same way, Stevin’s designs crystallized an ideal mode of 
domestic organization, whereby light would reach every corner of the home. 
The cultural concern manifested in these works, with achieving optical mastery over 
the (built) environment, paralleled the rise of a scientific culture keen to discern the 
properties of light, and methods to artificially extend the capacities of human vision.87 In the 
late Renaissance, naturalists increasingly sought to understand the geometry of light’s 
  
radiation and refraction through glass spheres, spectacles, and apertures; occasionally such 
insights crossed into the domain of architecture, and vice versa, as theorists categorized the 
varying intensities of interior illumination that could be achieved with different 
configurations of fenestration.88 Such was the case with the polymath Isaac Beeckman, a 
student of Simon Stevin and a commentator on the latter’s Huysbou.89 The architecture of 
everyday life served as Beekman’s observational laboratories. He installed polished glass 
lenses, ground into different shapes, into the windows of his study; he recorded the light 
patterns projecting from the leaded window lattices of his privy chamber; he noted the optical 
illusions created by the mullions of church windows.90 The loose exchanges between the 
building and optical sciences offer an intellectual context for understanding the interior 
scenes of Dutch painters, which catalogued sunlight’s manifold behaviours through apertures 
and mediums – as it passes through and reflects off the material imperfections of glass 
windows, projects geometric patterns directly onto architectural surfaces, then indirectly 
illuminates adjacent objects, scattering shadows in multiple directions (plate 14).91 
In this regard, the glass windows that appear in early modern paintings – to say nothing 
of the camera obscuras that possibly aided the construction of these images92 – should be 
considered sophisticated optical instruments in their own right. Through the course of the 
seventeenth century, the window became a significant site of architectural innovation, as 
French, Dutch, and English builders phased out the gothic practice of fixing glazed panes in 
masonry frames, and devised in its place all manner of mobile fenestration: inward-swinging 
glass casements, framed in iron or wood, eventually without mullions that would block the 
passage of light; and, by mid-century, sash windows with vertically or horizontally sliding 
panes (plate 15).93 The moving parts were controlled by finely crafted iron hardware, such as 
spring catches and swivelling turnbuckles, counterweighted pulleys, hinges, handles, and 
hooked stays (plate 16). Coupled with interior shutters and blinds, these environmental 
  
mediators allowed a building’s inhabitants to precisely calibrate ventilation, luminosity, and 
visual permeability.94 When set within the undulating forms and gem-like geometries of 
jettied fronts, these animated architectural elements charged the facade with a kind of kinetic 
energy (plate 17). Not unlike the spectacles and telescopes necessary for scientific study, 
then, windows in the early modern period became mechanical contraptions of glass and metal 
that augmented visibility and controlled sensory perception. 
While it would be reductive to draw a one-on-one correlation between architecture and 
the early modern sciences, the practice of both undeniably belonged to a common cultural 
ambit. Whether for the housewife or the experimentalist, the proliferation of glass windows 
served societies that increasingly regarded interior illumination (and thus interior vision) an 
essential medium of quotidian life. And the refinement of these windows into architectural 
prostheses, which could effectively manage environmental resources such as light and air, 
paralleled an increasingly instrumental view of natural philosophy as a mode of knowledge 
that could maximize the practical utility of nature. 
 
Early Modern Glass and its Environmental Discontents 
Our discussion so far suggests that the early modern use of window glazing was a practice 
responsive to the twin demands of natural and cultural geography. This analysis might seem 
at first to confirm the recent conclusions of one scholar, who describes the lantern houses of 
the Elizabethan period as architectural solutions that deftly navigated cultural needs and 
environmental constraints, seamlessly integrating human habitation within its natural 
context.95 Yet the reality was far more complicated. The builders of human habitations often 
struggled to overcome – not just to exist harmoniously with – the inevitable constraints of 
topography, climate, and other pre-existing site conditions. Especially in matters of its 
facture, window glazing was an environmentally invasive architectural practice, which 
  
simultaneously also subjected building interiors to greater intrusion from the natural 
environment. 
On the one hand, this sheer barrier exacerbated architecture’s vulnerability to the 
vagaries of the weather. Windows are among the most porous parts of a building’s exterior 
envelope, and even with modern advances in weatherproofing they pose considerable 
problems for the control of interior climate. This was all the more true in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. For the glass window, as Sir Henry Wotton explained, was a delicate 
assemblage of such “unsociable pieces, as wood, iron, leade, and glasse.”96 Before their 
substitution with sturdy timber muntins, slender lead cames served in medieval and 
Renaissance windows to hold together the glass panes. The window’s inherent structural 
weakness was further exacerbated when glaziers cut corners with shoddy leading and overly 
thin panes. Moreover, with changes of heat or moisture in the surrounding environment, the 
window’s multiplicity of “unsociable” organic and synthetic elements would swell and 
shrink, absorb moisture, freeze, and dry, rot and rust, at varying rates. As a result of this 
material incompatibility, fenestration developed holes and came apart, as wood split, stone 
cracked, and glass quarrels became dislodged from their lead surrounds. 
Paradoxically, then, these fragile barriers often exposed inhabitants to the very weather 
conditions they were supposed to keep out. Erasmus complained that in the rooms of great 
houses, enormous glazed walls failed their function “to admit the light and exclude the 
wind,” since they “are full of chinks through which enters a percolated air.” Whatever health 
benefits might arise from walking in these protected spaces were quickly obviated, according 
to his citation of Galenic medical theory, by stagnating draughts “more noxious than the 
wind.”97 Simon Stevin similarly explained that between wooden window frames and their 
surrounding brick apertures there often appeared gaps “an inch or more wide, allowing 
draughts and cold to enter.”98 The problem was exacerbated when aristocrats, in order to 
  
enjoy the spectacular prospects afforded by their immense windows, placed their great houses 
on elevated sites most exposed to the “cold and stormy blastes of winter.”99 In the event of a 
great storm, when they were “exposed to all violence of weather,” glass windows would 
shatter altogether.100 A sudden “tempest of hail, wind, thunder, and lighting,” according to 
John Evelyn, “broke all glass about London.”101 
To combat the cold in these draughty interiors, builders supplemented their architecture 
with compensatory features. Although the windows of great houses opened onto stunning 
views, in practice these prospects were often obscured by heavy curtains, layered with 
multiple coverlets, which kept out the cold.102 Fenestration also necessitated heating, in 
addition to weatherproofing. The dramatic roofscapes of Renaissance residences, upon which 
sprouted dense forests of chimneys, must have correlated directly with the proliferation of 
leaky glass facades in northern Renaissance architecture (plate 18). Nearly each of Hardwick 
Hall’s roughly thirty rooms had at least one fireplace – a sharp contrast to the great 
Renaissance ducal palace in Urbino, whose 240 rooms were heated by only forty 
fireplaces.103 While such architectural accessories certainly added splendour to the buildings, 
they were also the costly by-products of their builders’ architectural ambitions. 
On the other hand, if glazed fenestration subjected human habitation to the intrusion of 
the elements, its production also ravaged the natural environment. Even as early modern 
writers extolled glass’s ability to visually engage occupants with the outdoors, they were also 
painfully aware of glass manufacturing’s ecological consequences. Before the widespread use 
of coal furnaces, as well as the systematic state-sponsored practice of forestry, the industrial 
production of glass and iron required the clearing of entire forests for fuel.104 More wood, of 
course, then had to be burned to warm the chilly domestic spaces fenestrated with this glass. 
The apparent shortage of wood grew acute in a period of commercial and geographic 
expansion, as the same northern maritime powers where builders demanded glass also relied 
  
increasingly on timber for the expansion of their naval and merchant fleets. Glass 
manufacture pitted state and local interests, and led to mass deforestation between the late-
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries.105 For this reason, early modern sovereigns constantly 
attempted to stem the industrial destruction of timber, either by mandating the adoption of 
coal-burning technology, or by outright limiting the production of glass.106 While the skeletal 
glazed buildings of the Renaissance appear to dissolve into pure geometry, they were cases 
not of metaphysical abstraction, but of material excess. One early modern land surveyor put 
the situation bluntly: “Glass houses, great woods wasted.”107 
Having traced this vexed environmental history of early modern architectural glass, we 
might find the material’s most recent manifestation in architectural modernism to be both 
more and less familiar. Viewed over the longue durée, on the one hand, it seems natural that 
the peculiar fascination with architectural transparency in the last two centuries should first 
take form in Germany, France, England, and the Netherlands. Such developments were 
embedded in a longer process of industrial and aesthetic refinements, stretching back to at 
least the Renaissance, which had unfolded in these very geographic locales. Perhaps 
something of the northern Renaissance mastery with adapting glass to all’antica geometries 
has unexpectedly re-emerged in modernist buildings, whose calm proportions and transparent 
Miesian grids exhibit a streamlined crypto-classicist sensibility. Furthermore, the ever-greater 
demand for interior illumination in early modern secular architecture, which was so necessary 
for ensuring productivity in proto-capitalist societies, prefigured in the ubiquitous electric 
lighting in our own time. And earlier anxieties over the ravenous use of wood have 
anticipated the unsustainable fuel consumption that has attended our path to modernity. 
Plotted in this way, the histories of early modern and modernist architecture appear merely as 
different stages in the same developmental trajectory. 
  
Yet the culmination of these developments in modernist architecture has, paradoxically, 
also inverted the experiential and environmental logic of their early modern precedents. 
Whereas the geographic vectors of Renaissance classicism radiated outward from southern 
Europe, the triumph of architectural modernism has flung a northern building paradigm to 
sweltering deserts and jungles in all corners of the globe. To take only one example, the 
construction of Sir Norman Foster’s celebrated airport in Hong Kong is an act of 
(environmental) colonialism tantamount to building an English greenhouse in the semi-
tropical city. Under such climatic conditions, simply heating these vast glazed structures in 
winter is not enough; we must now also cool and dehumidify them the rest of the year, 
multiplying the architecture’s fuel consumption many times. If early modern fenestration 
rendered occupants highly sensitive to the changeable conditions of their natural 
surroundings, the stylistic homogeneity of contemporary glass buildings, coupled with 
electric lighting and mechanical systems of climate control, has instead all but obliterated 
experiential distinctions between day and night, the rhythms of the seasons, and the vagaries 
of the weather.108 
In comparison to the unprecedented spatial-temporal placelessness of contemporary 
architecture, even the radically increased early modern production and use of window glass 
appear highly attuned to local ecologies. Perhaps, then, the vernacular qualities of 
architectural glazing in early modern northern Europe are only notable to us retrospectively. 
In this respect, this architecture’s site-specificity is not just a fixed descriptive category, but 
also an effect of our subjective distance (historical or geographical) from our object of 
analysis. Such shifting and seemingly incommensurable vantage points embody what I have 
identified in this essay as the synthetic vernacularism of early modern glazed architecture – 
an architecture that alternately seems to exemplify the regional traditions of a bygone era, yet 
also to presage the environmental illogic of the building practices in our own day. 
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